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APPENDIX AAPPENDIX A

VHF DIGITAL LINK (VDL)VHF DIGITAL LINK (VDL)
DESIGN GUIDELINESDESIGN GUIDELINES

SSUMMARYUMMARY

In the absence of operational requirements this document will serve as:

a) a baseline document for the VHF digital link (VDL) system design; and
b) an interface control document to other working groups and panels.

The “VDL Design Guidelines” contain:

a) definitions as far as necessary;
b) requirements; and
c) recommendations

together with the rationale for them.

This is a living document under configuration control.

1. IINTRODUCTIONNTRODUCTION

In the absence of a comprehensive and detailed set of operational requirements, the
Aeronautical Mobile Communications Panel (AMCP) identified the need to define a set of design guidelines,
supporting the development of the draft very high frequency (VHF) digital link (VDL) Standards and
Recommended Practices (SARPs).

This document will serve as:

a) a baseline document for the VDL system design; and

b) an interface control document to other working groups and panels.

The VDL Design Guidelines contain:

a) definitions as far as necessary; and

b) requirements and recommendations together with their rationale.
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As decided by the AMCP-WG-C/1 the VDL design guidelines shall serve for the analysis of
any operational requirements arising from other ICAO panels, (e.g. Automatic Dependent Surveillance Panel
(ADSP)) or bodies.  Therefore, the document contains specifications of system capabilities and performance
characteristics.

Furthermore, technical aspects of transitioning are addressed in order to achieve the goal of
an early implementation and evolutionary transitioning.  In this light, it would be beneficial to add to the set of
guidelines a list of future applications that can be supported by VDL, based on the outcome of the work of the
relevant ICAO panels (e.g. Automatic Dependent Surveillance Panel (ADSP), Secondary Surveillance Radar
Improvements and Collision Avoidance Systems Panel (SICASP), Aeronautical Telecommunication Network
Panel (ATNP) and Global Navigation Satellite System Panel (GNSSP)).

1.1 Configuration controlConfiguration control

The document will be updated, after its first release, under configuration control as a living
document.

This is youryour latest version, please make sure it is the latest distributed version.

Previous Versions:Previous Versions:

0.9 dated 15 June 1992 VDL drafting group
1.0 dated 16 June 1992 Accepted by VDL drafting group
1.9 dated 21 August 1992 AMCP-WG-C2
2.0 dated 23 September 1992 Accepted by AMCP-WG-C2
2.1 dated 3 December 1992 Accepted by AMCP/2
2.9 dated 15 August 1993 AMCP-WG-C4
3.0 dated 3 September 1993 Accepted by AMCP-WG-C4
3.9 dated 7 January 1994 AMCP-WG-C5
4.0 dated 20 January 1994 Accepted by AMCP-WG-C5
4.1 dated 22 April 1994 Accepted by AMCP/3

2. UUNDERLYING ASSUMPTIONSNDERLYING ASSUMPTIONS

2.1 Physical medium Physical medium 

Requirement:Requirement:

a) The physical medium is a 25 kHz bandwidth VHF channel within the 117.975 to
137.00 MHz frequency band.

b) The VDL shall not cause harmful interference to other authorized users of the VHF
band, including adjacent channel users.
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Rationale:Rationale:

a) These requirements are fully in accordance with the present International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) usage definition of the above frequency band.

b) Since the VDL is expected to be operational by 1995 no change of the above usage can
be co-ordinated on an international level.

Note.! In the future, broadcast as well as air-ground data transmissions using the VDL, may
be desirable in the 111.975 to 118.000 MHz band.  Expanded tuning capability within this
band will be considered when future versions of the VDL will be developed.

2.2 ATN/OSI/ISO conformanceATN/OSI/ISO conformance

Requirement:Requirement:

a) The VDL shall provide subnetwork services within the aeronautical telecommunication
network (ATN) as defined in the ICAO/ATN manual.  This shall be based on the
specification of the open systems interconnection (OSI) basic reference model
developed by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO).

b) The VDL shall support only digital packet data and be fully interoperable with other
ATN subnetworks.

Rationale:Rationale:

These requirements are in accordance with:

- ICAO Doc 9524 (FANS/4 Report);

- ICAO Doc 9578-935/AN (ATN Manual), and subsequent draft versions; and

- ICAO Doc 9583 (Tenth Air Navigation Conference, Recommendations 3/1 and 3/2).

Since the VDL is expected to be operational by 1995 no major changes, such as the
incorporation of circuit voice or time division multiple access (TDMA) are currently foreseen, other than
provisions for future development as stated in 2.4 below.

2.3 Fielding scheduleFielding schedule

Assumption:Assumption:

The VDL, incorporating only a packet data mode, is expected to be operational by 1995.
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Rationale:Rationale:

This target date is contained in Recommendation 2/2 and 2/4 of the Communications/
Meteorology/Operations (COM/MET/OPS) Divisional Meeting (1990), and is in line with
Recommendation 3/2 of the Tenth Air Navigation Conference and 8/3 of the FANS(II)/4.

2.4 Provisions for future developmentProvisions for future development

Requirement:Requirement:

a) Provisions shall be made for circuit digital voice.

Note.! Packet voice is treated in the ATN as any other data, circuit digital voice has more stringent timing
requirements.

b) Provisions shall be made for time division multiple access (TDMA) operation.

Rationale:Rationale:

There may exist several communications channel access methods, including TDMA, for
providing circuit (mode) digital voice.  For ease of implementation, it is preferable that a channel access
method for this circuit mode not require highly accurate absolute (or relative) time references. It is noted that
if highly accurate time references are required by a circuit mode scheme, they may not be available within the
time frame of the VDL implementation.

3. SSYSTEM ARCHITECTUREYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

3.1 General provisionsGeneral provisions

Requirement:Requirement:

ATN-compatible access to the VDL shall be made via the subnetwork dependent convergence
facility (SNDCF) and an ISO 8208-compatible DTE.  No DCE is required to be implemented on board the
aircraft for purposes of accessing ATN-compatible communications supported by the VDL.  The subnetwork
architecture must support simultaneous connectivity between the airborne ATN router to at least two ground
ATN routers.

Rationale:Rationale:

The requirement greatly simplifies the standardization and implementation of the VDL
components on board the aircraft.  This capability is required to ensure the establishment of connectivity with
the next ground ATN router before termination of connectivity with the current ground ATN router, thus
enabling continuity of communication services during the transition between the service area of the two ground
routers.
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3.2 VDL subnetwork access protocolVDL subnetwork access protocol

Requirement:Requirement:

For the air-ground subnetwork access protocol (SNAcP), the ISO 8208 packet level protocol
shall be used.

Rationale:Rationale:

The requirement greatly simplifies the implementation and validation of the internetwork
process since only a single communication protocol is required.

Note.! See ICAO Doc 9578-AN/935 Section 3.16.5

3.3 VDL subnetwork and interface provisions to the router (IS-SME)VDL subnetwork and interface provisions to the router (IS-SME)

Requirement:Requirement:

The VDL subnetwork shall indicate to the routing process:

a) a routing initiation event; and

b) router unreachable event

along with the address of the associated peer router.

Rationale:Rationale:

The link layer shall report connectivity to the ATN router.  This is to aid initiation of routing
data transfer between ground and airborne router and routing updates.

3.4 VDL sub-system specific services (VSP) accessVDL sub-system specific services (VSP) access

Requirement:Requirement:

VDL sub-system specific services (VSP), such as VDL broadcast mode shall be provided in
a way which will not conflict with the requirements of the ATN.  This broadcast protocol shall employ only
CLNP routing.

Rationale:Rationale:

Use of the broadcast facility of the VHF will offer more efficient use of the restricted
bandwidth available and will be of value in certain applications.  Broadcast is not supported by OSI and will be
defined in a way which does not require modifications to the ATN.  By using CLNP routing, most of the
functionality of the ATN can be re-used.
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3.5 AddressingAddressing

Definition:Definition:

A subnetwork point of attachment (SNPA) address is the local address of an ATN network
entity within a particular subnetwork environment.

Requirement:Requirement:

The VDL subnetwork shall provide a mechanism to identify unambiguously each ATN router
attached to the subnetwork (see Section 3.3).

Rationale:Rationale:

The ATN routers are responsible for building and maintaining tables of correspondence
between network service access points (NSAPs), network entity titles (NETs) and SNPA addresses within
their local environment.

Note.! See ICAO Doc 9578-AN/935 Section 3.11

3.6 Common signalling channelCommon signalling channel

Requirement:Requirement:

The highest VDL frequency (136.975 MHz) is reserved for use as a common signalling
channel (CSC).  Ground station operators providing Mode 2 service in an area shall ensure ground station
identification is provided on 136.975 MHz.

Rationale:Rationale:

Because an aircraft is guaranteed that service can be established on the CSC, whenever
communications are lost, channel characteristics are unacceptable, or by ground station command the aircraft
can tune to the CSC to re-establish communications.

4. SSYSTEM CAPABILITIES AND YSTEM CAPABILITIES AND VDLVDL SUB SUB--SYSTEM SERVICESSYSTEM SERVICES

4.1 Data transferData transfer

Requirement:Requirement:

The VDL subnetwork shall provide for the byte and code independent transfer of subnetwork
service data units (SNSDUs) between subnetwork points of attachment (SNPAs).
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Rationale:Rationale:

Byte and code independent transfer of SNSDUs is required due to the bit-oriented nature of
the ISO OSI protocol architecture.

4.2 Connection-oriented modeConnection-oriented mode

Requirement:Requirement:

The VDL subnetwork shall provide a connection-oriented service between SNPAs, with a
well-defined start and end to a connection, and with reliable, sequenced SNSDU transfer over that connection.

Note.! This requirement is met by implementing ISO 8208.

Rationale:Rationale:

The primary motivation for provision of underlying connection-oriented subnetwork service is
to provide the means for local reference compression algorithm use by the ATN mobile subnetwork dependent
convergence protocol (SNDCP) in the ATN router.

4.3 Router identificationRouter identification

Requirement:Requirement:

The VDL subnetwork shall provide a mechanism for uniquely and unambiguously identifying
each router attached to that subnetwork.

Note 1.! The DTE addressing capability provided by ISO 8208 meets this requirement.

Note 2.! See requirement 3.5

Rationale:Rationale:

The standard SNDCF and subnetwork software requires this.

4.4 Connectivity changeConnectivity change

Requirement:Requirement:

The VDL subnetwork shall provide a mechanism for detection of any change in media
connectivity or availability and shall convey this information to connected subnetwork service users
(i.e. connected ATN routers).

Note.! See Section 3.3
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Rationale:Rationale:

This requirement is motivated by the dynamic connectivity environment within which mobile
radio data links operate, and the need to define procedures for initiating routing information exchange in this
environment.

4.5 SSEGMENTATION OF DATA UNITSEGMENTATION OF DATA UNITS

Requirement:Requirement:

The VDL subnetwork shall provide a mechanism that allows the conveyance of large
subnetwork service data units between subnetwork points of attachment.

Note.! It is the subnetwork's responsibility, if necessary, to efficiently segment and/or concatenate and
reassemble the data.

Rationale:Rationale:

Given the existence of ISO 8208 in the VDL, the use of M-bit sequencing can be used to
improve the utilization of the air/ground bandwidth by avoiding the need to carry the ISO 8473 segmentation
part (6 octets) within each oversized ATN data packet traversing the VDL.

4.6 PriorityPriority

Requirement:Requirement:

The basic VDL subnetwork, as detailed in the VDL Draft SARPs, Version 1, will not invoke
subnetwork priority or any other pre-emption mechanism.

Rationale:Rationale:

Application process priorities, derived from ICAO and ITU communication priorities require
separate transmission queues for their messages.  This mechanism is provided by the transport and network
protocol.  It is up to the protocol layers above the VDL to do the following:  a) the application layer sets
message priorities which are handed down to the aeronautical telecommunication network (ATN) network
layer; b) the ATN internetwork protocol layer routes messages via the subnetwork which offers the required
quality of service ensuring that higher priority messages are transmitted first.

The VDL subnetwork uses a 25 kHz channel as the physical medium.  The media access to
this channel for data link service has been chosen to be carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) in order to
avoid the overhead involved in centralized media access management, among other reasons.  As there is no
centralized management, it is not possible to prioritize access to the medium.  Hence the VDL using CSMA
cannot usefully offer prioritization at or below the subnetwork layer.
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Note 1.! The ATN has fifteen levels of priority and performs all the required functionality to implement all
required priorities.  (See ATN Manual, second edition, 19 November 1993, Section 5.8 and
Appendix 5.6.)  To the extent that the system protocol layers above those handled by the VDL
accommodate message priorities appropriately, there may be little loss, if any, in priority service as
a result of the chosen VDL channel access scheme.  The benefit is increased throughput on the
links.  However, if these higher layers do not ultimately provide adequate priority service for the
applications, there is a risk in that the subnetwork cannot resolve the problem.

Note 2.! Planned enhancements of the VDL will aim to cater to prioritization of messages to meet the
time-critical delivery requirement of ATS.

4.7 Quality of serviceQuality of service

Requirement:Requirement:

The VDL shall provide the minimum quality of service (QOS) as defined in Section 5 without
discriminating different classes of the ATN traffic.

Rationale:Rationale:

There are no subnetwork resources which could be made available on a per user or per
subnetwork connection basis.

5. SSUBNETWORK PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICSUBNETWORK PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

The following subnetwork performance characteristics are established to assure the necessary
continuity and quality of service.continuity and quality of service.

5.1 Coverage and connectivityCoverage and connectivity

Definitions:Definitions:

1) Coverage volume is defined as the designated airspace for which the signal level is
required to maintain the link connectivity with a specified probability.

2) Connectivity describes either that two communication entities are connected or a
possibility exists through which they may be connected.

Note.! This will depend on several factors, including physical coverage, status of communication entity,
available communication resources, etc.:

! logical connectivity exists when information is available to a network system, to enable
data to be relayed to and from another system.  This implies knowledge of the
destination addresses; and
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! physical connectivity is the capability to transmit and to receive data from a remote
system.

CapabilityCapability:

a) The VDL coverage (physical connectivity) shall be specified using coverage charts for
different flight levels showing the maximum transmitter range with a 95 per cent time
availability of the median propagation loss for the signal, considering the system
functions with the specified minimum sensitivity/power performance.

b) The VDL shall be capable of establishing logical connectivity between aircraft and
ground systems, i.e. have the necessary knowledge of link addresses.

Rationale:Rationale:

Physical and logical connectivity are a prerequisite for all other requirements.

5.2 ThroughputThroughput

Definitions:Definitions:

1) Subnetwork throughput is defined as the correctly received traffic, in packets per
sender per unit time.  These guidelines assume an average packet length of 128 bytes,
passing the subnetwork/internetwork layer boundary.

2) User data throughput is the average number of correctly transferred bytes of user data
transferred per second.

Note.! The throughput is measured for each direction.

3) Stable throughput of a multiaccess system is defined as the least upper bound of arrival
rate for which the system is stable.

Note.! The throughput of the VDL subnetwork cannot be meaningfully defined for a general case as it
depends on the number of ground stations and aircraft in the area of connectivity.  It also depends on
the underlying physical layer bit rate.

Physical layer bit rate:Physical layer bit rate:

Mode 1 (MSK) modulation:
 2 400 bits/s

Mode 2 (D8PSK) modulation: 31 500 bits/s

For the above-mentioned reasons, three separate scenarios are detailed below and values are given in each
case for Mode 2.
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Note 1.! The message length is 128 octets, of which 123 is transport layer data.

Note 2.! The stable throughput given above would be limited to an extent by the VHF transmitter
performance if all messages were either uplinks or downlinks as the transmitter is not expected to
be transmitting 100 per cent of the time.

Note 3.! The values specified for transit delay are for packets being sent over a previously established
virtual-circuit, and only include the transit delay across the RF media.

Scenario 1:Scenario 1:

One hundred aircraft within coverage of six ground stations.  In this simulation, six ground
stations communicate with one hundred aircraft on a single frequency.  The effects of the
hidden terminals are clearly evident as the downlinks were more efficient than uplinks.

Note 4.! The locations of the ground stations were:  JFK, LGA, EWR, BWI, DCA, and IAD.

Scenario 2:Scenario 2:

One hundred aircraft within coverage of a single ground station.  With only a single ground
station, the uplink efficiency improved dramatically over Scenario 1.

Scenario 3:Scenario 3:

Ten aircraft within coverage of a single ground station (oceanic or isolated areas).  With only
ten aircraft, each station was transmitting ten times as frequently as in Scenario 2 (which
probably violated the no processing delay assumption) thus reducing the probability of
collisions.  Interestingly, there are two transitions in the behaviour.  The first, at the increase
in load from 4 mssg/s to 5 mssg/s begins to show the first signs of loading.  However, the
more dramatic is the change from a basically stable network to one suffering congestion
collapse, which occurs with the minor increase from 9 mssg/s to 9.5 mssg/s.

Note 5.! For Mode 2 operation, the processing delay of the specific implementations will be a significant
factor in actual operation.  This effect is more pronounced the fewer aircraft there are in the
region.  As these simulations did not include processing delay, the data for this scenario is
optimistic.

Remark:Remark:

All throughput/transit delay values are subject to validation.

Rationale:Rationale:

Different applications and usages have different transit delay requirements.  It is the
responsibility of the subnetwork provider to ensure that the network is properly engineered to satisfy the
requirements of all applications transitting that subnetwork.  See Section 5.4.
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5.3 Residual error rateResidual error rate

DefinitionDefinition:

The VDL residual error rate is the ratio of total incorrect, lost and duplicated packets to the
total transferred across the subnetwork during measurement period.

Note.! There may be a great difference between the value of the end-to-end residual error rate above the
transport layer and the residual error rate of the subnetwork.

Capability:Capability:

10-6

Remark:Remark:

This capability is subject to validation.

Rationale:Rationale:

Many VDL applications will be sensitive to transmission errors.

5.4 Congestion controlCongestion control

Definition:Definition:

Congestion is defined as the situation called when the over-all network performance degrades
because too many packets are present in the VDL subnetwork.

Recommendation:Recommendation:

Long-term congestion control is the responsibility of the ground communication system.
Congestion should be avoided by sufficient monitoring to detect congestion precursors so that facilities can be
added to handle the added load.  When congestion occurs and additional facilities are not available, data
traffic should be reduced by restricting lower priority traffic.

Short-term congestion control is provided by the link layer retransmission algorithm, which
produces some degree of negative feedback to smooth short-term peaks.

Rationale:Rationale:

The retransmission algorithm provides some degree of stabilization when the offered load is
greater than the channel can support.  However, it is ultimately the responsibility of the subnetwork provider
to engineer the network so that the transit delay requirements are satisfied.  In the event congestion occurs
and the additional facilities are not available, data traffic should be reduced by restricting lower priority traffic.
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5.5 AvailabilityAvailability

Definition:Definition:

The VDL availability is defined as the percentage of time that the service with a minimum
acceptable quality (e.g. transfer delay, residual error rate, and/or throughput) is available when requested.

Requirement:Requirement:

The VDL shall have a availability of 99.9 per cent for the quality of service defined in this
document within the coverage area.

Rationale:Rationale:

VDL system users have to rely on a certain service and its quality.

5.6 System recoverySystem recovery

Definition:Definition:

System recovery time is a measure of the time between a system becoming disabled and
being re-enabled.

Requirement:Requirement:

The VDL system shall be capable of recovering from a failure on the RF link within
10 seconds of the start of any interference.

Note.! The VDL system shall be considered to have been recovered when it is again capable of accepting
connection requests from aircraft.  Because of the connection-oriented subnetwork design (see 4.2),
the actual recovery of the last aircraft affected may be much slower.

Rationale:Rationale:

For some potential applications a continuity of service with short periods of disruption is
essential.

6. TTRANSITIONRANSITION

6.1 Implementation of new systemsImplementation of new systems

Requirement:Requirement:

If new application message processors and data link systems are implemented, they should
support code and byte independent data transmission and be fully ATN compatible 
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Rationale:Rationale:

See ICAO Doc 9583, AN-CONF/10, Item 7.

This will help facilitate incorporation of the new data link systems into the ATN.  Any new
system in this field should be carefully examined for compatibility with ATN.

6.2 Use of data link systemsUse of data link systems

Recommendation:Recommendation:

States should use data link systems as soon as possible after they become available.

Note.! Mode 1 operation has been defined in order to facilitate transition until equipment capable of Mode 2
service becomes widely available.

Rationale:Rationale:

See ICAO Doc 9583, AN-CONF/10, Item 7.

Early use of data link systems will provide important experience to guide further development
and use of communication systems.

6.3 Use of frequenciesUse of frequencies

Recommendation:Recommendation:

Priority in the use of the upper four frequencies, i.e. 136.900 MHz ! 136.975 MHz, should
be reserved for Mode 2 modulation requirements.

Rationale:Rationale:

Mode 1 and Mode 2 systems are not compatible for simultaneous operation on a single
channel in the same area.  The operation of the above modulations on the same or adjacent channels within
the given interference limits is subject to further validation.  See Annex 10 to the Convention on International
Civil Aviation, Amendment 69.

! ! ! ! ! ! ! !


